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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of boundary value problems involving linear differential 
equations with complex-valued coefficients is becoming a well-established 
area of analysis. The motivation and background for considering the 
relevant differential expressions, together with the development of the 
associated theory may be found in [l&13, 17-221, together with the 
references given therein. Such expressions are not formally symmetric and 
hence the spectral theory of selfadjoint operators is not applicable. 
To study such problems, Glazman introduced the concept of a J-sym- 
metric operator in [S]: In a complex Hilbert space 2, let J be a con- 
jugation operator on Z, i.e., J is a conjugate-linear involution with 
(Jx, Jy) = (y, x) for all x and y in X. A linear operator A in .% is said to 
be J-symmetric if its domain, 9(A), is dense in 2 and A satisfies 
A s JA*J (1.1) 
in the usual sense of operator inclusion, where A* is the (Hilbert space) 
adjoint of A. This last condition is equivalent to requiring 
(J-G A.v)= (JAx, v) (1.2) 
for all x and y in 9(A). If, further, 
A = JA*J, (1.3) 
then A is said to be J-selfadjoint. 
It was seen in [ 10, 26-J that certain nonsymmetric differential expressions 
generate J-symmetric operators in the Hilbert space L*(a, b), where J is the 
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usual operation of complex conjugation of functions in L2(a, b). Whereas 
in the case of symmetric differential expressions one is concerned with the 
boundary conditions which determine associated selfadjoint operators, one 
is now concerned with those which determine J-selfadjoint operators. A 
partial characterization of the appropriate boundary conditions was 
derived by Zhikhar [26] but a more general and more useful theory was 
developed by Knowles [lo]. Knowles gave a complete solution to the 
problem of describing all the J-selfadjoint extensions of any given J-sym- 
metric operator A provided its regularity field (see Sect. 2), U(A), is non- 
empty. This was then applied to describing explicitly the boundary con- 
ditions which determine the J-selfadjoint operators associated with a 
general, formally J-symmetric linear differential expression of even order 
with complex-valued coefficients. 
Given such an expression, it is in practice difficult however, to determine 
whether the appropriate J-symmetric operator has empty or nonempty 
regularity field. The main criteria known are derived or referred to in 
[ 18, 201. We note that the restriction on the regularity field occurs not 
only in [ 10, 261 but also in [ 12, 13, 211 and related papers. 
It is the main purpose, therefore, in the present work, to remove the 
restriction that the regularity field be nonempty, from as much as possible 
of the theory of J-selfadjoint extensions of J-symmetric operators. This is 
achieved in Section 3. In Section 4 the general theory is applied to the 
appropriate differential expressions. The results concerning differential 
operators generalize all of those given in [ 10, Sect. 41 by removing the con- 
dition on the regularity field, their statement being otherwise identical. 
Also, the methods of proof employed here are both simpler and shorter 
than those of [lo]. 
Last in Section 5 the case when the regularity field of the differential 
operator is empty is considered and this is illustrated with an example of 
McLeod [ 141. The present work answers some previously open questions 
concerning this particular example, (cf. Remark 2 following Theorem 3.6 of 
[lo]). The details of the analogue of the Weyl limit-point-limit-circle 
dichotomy are also given in this last section. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we give some of the definitions and results which will be 
needed later. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a closed, linear operator with domain s(A) 
dense in a complex Hilbert space 2. The regularity field of A, 17(A), is 
defined to be the set of all complex numbers i for which 11 (A - AZ) ~11 >
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k, l/xl/ for some positive number k, depending only on A, and all x in 9(A); 
here, I denotes the identity operator on 2. 
The results of [ 10,261 were based on the following decomposition of 
domains of operators, where the symbol i denotes a direct sum which 
need not be an orthogonal direct sum. 
LEMMA 2.2 [26, Theorem 33. Let A be u closed J-symmetric operator 
and suppose 27(A) is not empty. For an arbitrary, fixed & E 17(A), let A’ be 
any J-selfadjoint extension of A for which i, E Z7(A’). Then 
g(JA*J)=g(A) -i- (A’-&I)~ ‘Mj,, i JN;,,, 
where 
A’&= {x&(A*): (A*-&,1)x=0}. 
The existence of such an operator A’ is guaranteed by [26, Theorem 21. 
Denoting the dimension of the subspace A& by m(&), clearly 
Odm(&) d co. Since (A’- &Z))’ is one-to-one, 2m(&) is equal to the 
dimension of 9(JA*J) modulo 9(A), i.e., to the dimension of the quotient 
space g(JA*J)/a(A), which is independent of A0 in 17(A). Thus m(&) has 
a constant value over 17(A). This justifies being able to make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3 [26]. Let A be a closed J-symmetric operator with 
Z7(A) not empty. For any & in ZZ(A) we define the defect number of A, 
written def A, to be the dimension of the subspace ~5.“. 
The following is then an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and 
Definition 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. If A is a closed J-symmetric operator with 17(A) not empty, 
then 
dim $S(JA*J)/a(A) = 2.def A 
Here and elsewhere, we use dim to denote the dimension of a space. 
If however, we wish to cover the case when n(A) may be empty, it is 
clear that no decomposition of domains such as that given in Lemma 2.2 is 
obtainable. Likewise, we shall need to replace Definition 2.3 by a new 
definition of the defect number of A, which must not refer to a number A,, 
in ZZ(A). This will be achieved in the next section. Meanwhile we now give 
the two main known results concerning J-symmetric operators, which per- 
mit the regularity field to be empty. 
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LEMMA 2.5 ([4], cf. [9]). Every J-symmetric operator in 2 has a J- 
selfadjoint extension in 2”. 
LEMMA 2.6 [9]. If A is a J-symmetric operator and A’ is a J-symmetric 
extension of A, then A’ is J-selfadjoint if and only if it is maximal J-sym- 
metric. 
By saying A is maximal J-symmetric, we mean it possesses no proper J- 
symmetric extensions. From now on, unless otherwise specified, we let A 
denote a J-symmetric operator in X. We observe that if A” is a J-symmetric 
extension of A, then 
AcA”cJA”*JcJA*J. 
Consequently the most general J-symmetric extension of A must be a 
restriction of JA*J to a subset of B(JA*J) which is a linear manifold con- 
taining g(A). Since A has a closure 2, and since a J-selfadjoint operator is 
closed (by (1.3)), we need only search among the closed J-symmetric exten- 
sions of d to find all the J-selfadjoint extensions of A. Concerning notation, 
we use c to denote operator inclusion and c if the inclusion is strict, i.e., 
if the operators cannot be equal. 
As in [lo], we define an inner product on &3( JA *J) by 
(x, y)* = (Jx, Jy) + (A*Jx, A*Jy). (2.1) 
Since J is a conjugation this is equivalent to 
(x, y)* = (y, x) + (JA*Jy, JA*Jx). (2.2) 
With this inner product, $B(JA*J) becomes a Hilbert space (see [ 1, 
p. 12251). Using 0 to denote the orthogonal complement with respect to 
this inner product it is clear that the quotient space g(JA*J)/$S(A) is 
isomorphic to g(JA*J) 0 g(A), i.e., 
53(JA*J)/~(A)zL@(JA*J) 0 g(A). (2.3) 
Likewise we shall use @ to denote an orthogonal sum with respect o this 
inner product. 
Finally, we note that R, @ are used to denote the sets of real and com- 
plex numbers respectively, and that (XE 9) is used to mean that the 
aforegoing statement is to hold for all x in 9. 
3. EXTENSIONS OF GENERAL J-SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
In this. section we prove three simple results, the first of which enables us 
to generalize the definition of defect number. 
50537'2-8 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a closed J-symmetric operator and A’ any J- 
selfadjoint extension of A, then 
dim g(JA*J)/g(A’) = dim g(A’)/g(A). 
Proof: If A is J-selfadjoint, then by Lemma 2.6, A’ = A = JA*J and the 
result is trivial. So let us suppose A c JA*J and thus 9(A) c 9(JA*J). Let 
m = dim CS(A’)/g(A) and let L(U) denote the linear span of the elements of 
a set U. 
If m < CO, then there are m elements of 9(A’), (y,}?! ,, which are 
linearly independent modulo 9(A) and such that 
9(A’)=g(A) i L(y I,..., ym). (3.1) 
For each i, 1 < i < m, we define an operator A ; by 
WA,) = WA) i UY,,..., Y,), 
A,y=A’y for y E 9(A,). 
(3.2) 
Since A is closed, so is A i closed, 1 < i < m. Likewise each Ai is a linear 
operator. Furthermore, it is clear that Aic Ai+, for each i, and hence 
AF?A,*,, foreachi. If AF=A,*,,, then A**=Ai*,,, which is the same as 
saying Ai=A,+I, which does not occur, so in fact we have AT TAT+, . It 
then follows that 
A’=JA’*J=JA;JcJAXp,Jc ... cJA:JcJA*J, (3.3) 
and hence since each inclusion is strict, 
i.e., 
dim g(JA*J)/B(A’) > m 
dim g(JA*J)/g(A’) > dim B(A’)/g(A). 
(3.4) 
For the opposite inequality we begin by considering g(JA*J)/g(A’) and 
use a similar argument. The only extra step needed is the fact that 
JB*J= (JBJ)* for any densely defined operator B [ 17, Lemma 2.121. This 
proves the theorem for finite m. 
If m = co then in (3.1) we have the linear span of an infinite set so we 
may construct an infinite sequence of operators of the form (3.2) which 
then satisfy strict inclusions like those in (3.3). The above argument then 
shows that if dim g(A’)/g(A) = co, then dim C@(JA*J)/g(A’) = GO. The 
reverse implication may be proved in a similar manner. m 
Remark 1. Lemma 2.5 guarantees the existence of at least one such 
operator A’. 
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Remark 2. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is that if one of the two 
dimensions is finite, so is the other, and they are equal, whereas if one is 
infinite so is the other. No distinction is being made between degrees of 
infinity. 
Remark 3. Intuitively this theorem may be thought of, as saying that 
the domain of a J-selfadjoint extension of A is “midway” between the 
domains of A and JA*J. 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that if A’ is any J-selfadjoint extension of a 
closed J-symmetric operator A then 
dim g(JA*J)/LS(A) = 2.dim g(A’)/g(A). (3.5) 
Comparing (3.5) with Lemma 2.4 leads us to a natural extension of 
Definition 2.3 of the defect number of a J-symmetric operator. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be any closed J-symmetric operator. We define 
the (generalized) defect number of A, def A, to be one half of the dimension 
of g(JA*J)/g(A). 
Theorem 3.1 guarantees that def A is either a nonnegative integer or else 
infinite. Definition 3.2 is equivalent to def A = dim 9(A’)/g(A) for any f- 
selfadjoint extension A’ of A. It is an immediate consequence of this 
definition that 
dim 9(JA*J)/9(A) = 2.def A. 
Our definition of the generalized defect number holds for any J-sym- 
metric operator. In [S], Kauffman defines the mean deficiency index for an 
arbitrary differential expression. It will be seen later that for the minimal 
operator generated by a differential expression which is formally J-sym- 
metric, the two quantities coincide, i.e., in cases when they are both defined 
they are the same. 
In practice it is likely to be easier to determine the value of the defect 
number from Definition 2.3 than from Definition 3.2. However, without the 
additional information that the regularity field is not empty it seems 
unlikely that anything more explicit than Definition 3.2 could be used for a 
generalized defect number. 
One of the major results of [ 10, Sect. 31 concerns the determination of 
which J-symmetric extensions of any given closed J-symmetric operator 
with finite defect number are in fact J-selfadjoint. The methods employed 
there, using multivalued mappings would seem to be unnecessary, as the 
result we now prove suffices in place of [ 10, Theorem 3.81. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A be any closed J-symmetric operator with def A < CC 
and let A’ be a J-symmetric extension of A, then A’ is J-selfadjoint if and 
only if dim g(A’)/g(A) = def A. 
Proof Theorem 3.1 proves the result in one direction. For the reverse 
implication, suppose dim g(A’)/g(A) = def (A). By Lemma 2.5 A’ has 
a J-selfadjoint extension A”, which by Theorem 3.1 satisfies 
dim 9(A”)/g(A) = def A. It is therefore clear that dim g(A”)/g(A’) = 0, 
i.e., A” = A’, and so A’ is itself J-selfadjoint. 1 
Although we cannot hope for the type of decomposition given in 
Lemma 2.2 when ZZ(A) may be empty, we do need some form of com- 
parison between 9(A) and 9(JA*J) if we are to be able to evaluate def A. 
To this end we prove 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf A is a closed J-symmetric operator, then 
~JA*J)=~(A)o {~E~(A*JA*J): A*JA*J~= -y> 
Proof: First, if ~ES(JA*J) 0 9(A), then 
(4 Y)* =o (x E WA )I. 
From (2.2) and the fact that JA*Jx= Ax for x~g(A), this is the same as 
(y, x) + (JA*Jy, Ax) = 0 (xE~(A)) 
i.e., 
(JA*Jy, Ax) = (-y, x) (x E WA )I> 
By the definition of an adjoint operator, this implies 
JA*Jy E 9(A*), A*(JA*Jy) = -y, 
i.e., 
y E 9(A*JA*J), A*JA*Jy = -y. 
Since each of the above steps may be reversed, this proves 
g(JA*J) Q 9(A) = (YE g(A*JA*J) : A*JA*Jy = -y} 
which completes the proof. 1 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf A is a closed J-symmetric operator, then the 
generalized efect number of A is precisely one half of the number of linearly 
independent solutions of A*JA*Jy = -y. 
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In comparing our generalized defect number to other, possibly similar, 
notions we note the following facts, in which we use the definitions of ker- 
nel index, deficiency index and index, given for a general closed linear 
operator in [6, p. 1011 and [7, p. 229-2311. In the example we give in Sec- 
tion 5, the generalized defect number is 1, the kernel index is 0, the 
deficiency index is co, and the index is -co. Thus our defect number does 
not coincide with any of these notions. Even if the deficiency index is 
defined to be the codimension of the closure of the range of the appropriate 
operator in the whole Hilbert space 2, they still disagree. It therefore 
seems that when the regularity field is empty Definition 3.2 gives a new 
concept. We also observe in passing that our operators are not normally 
solvable. semi-Fredholm or Fredholm. 
4. APPLICATION TO LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We now consider formal quasi-differential expressions over the interval 
(a, h) c R. We assume throughout that the functions 
PO ‘2 Pl >...) Pn (4.1) 
are complex-valued, measurable over (a, h) and Lebesgue integrable on all 
compact subsets of (a, h). As in [ 151 (see also [3, 10,25]), we define the 
quasi-derivatives qf a ,function y, yCkl, 0 < k < 2n, by 
lkl - dky y -7 
dx 
forO<kdn- 1, 
(4.2) 
We then define the quasi-differential expression z by 
ry = yCw, (4.3) 
In general, the definition of 5 cannot be simplified, but if the functions (4.1) 
are sufficiently smooth it may be written as the differential expression, 
z(y) = 1 (- I)"-'(p,(x) y'n-iyf). (4.4) 
r=O 
The endpoint a is said to be regular if a > - cc and each of the functions 
in (4.1) is integrable in every interval [a, /3], fl< b; otherwise a is said to be 
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singular. Similar definitions apply to b. The expression r is said to be 
regular if it is regular at both endpoints, and otherwise is said to be 
singular. For a general discussion of quasi-differential expressions including 
that given by (4.2) (4.3), see [3, 251. 
We are concerned with differential operators arising from z in the Hilbert 
space L2(a, b). First we define the maximal operator, T,,,,, by 
WT,,,) = {Y E L’(a, b) : Y rkl is locally absolutely continuous, 
0 <k 6 2n - 1, z(y) E L2(a, b)}, (4.5) 
T,,,Y = T(Y) (Y E ~(Tmax)). 
We then define Tb to be the restriction of T,,, to g(Th), the set of all 
functions in 9(T,,,) with support contained in a compact subinterval of 
(a, 6). By [25, Lemma 43, TA is densely defined and closable in L2(a, b). 
Thus we may define the minimal operator corresponding to r, TO, to be the 
closure of TA in L2(a, 6). For a discussion of the comparison between the 
cases when the functions (4.1) are real-valued and complex-valued, respec- 
tively, see [ 10, 17, 261. In the complex-valued case, z is not formally sym- 
metric but is formally J-symmetric if we take J to be the usual operation of 
complex conjugation of functions in L2(a, b). Instead of seeking boundary 
conditions which yield selfadjoint operators, one looks for those which 
yield J-selfadjoint operators. 
Before proceeding we need some preliminary results which may be 
deduced from more general results in [25] (see also [3, 171). The proofs 
are analogous to the corresponding proofs for real-valued coefficients given 
in [15, Sect. 17, 181. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Lagrange’s identity). 
~(L.)z-Y~~i)=-$IY.~1 
for any y, z in 9( T,,,,,), where 
(4.6) 
Cy,zl= i; {Y [k- ll~CZn-kl_ Y[2npklZCk- 13 ). (4.7) 
k=l 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) If J denotes the (usual) operation of complex con- 
jugation in L2(a, b), then T,, is a closed, J-symmetric operator and 
T max = JT,*J. 
(ii) For any y and z in g(T,,,) the limits [y, Z],=lim,,.+[Y, Z] 
and [y, ?lb=limx,,- [y, 21 exist and we have 
jb$y)z= [y,Zl,- [y, il,+Jbyt(z). (4.8) 
L1 (2 
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(iii) ~(T,)={~E~(T,,,):[~,~]~-[)~,Z].=O for all 2 in 
w7llax)~. 
It is clear from Lemma 4.2(i) that all J-selfadjoint extensions T of To 
satisfy T, G T G T,,, . More precisely, 
LEMMA 4.3 [lo, Lemma 4.51. A linear manifold 9’ in L’(a, b) is the 
domain of definition of a J-selfadjoint extension of T, if and only if 9’ 
satkfies the following conditions: 
(i) C@( T,) c 9%’ c 9( T,,,), 
(ii) Iy,z],-~~~zl.=Oforally,zin~‘, 
(iii) every z in 9( T,,,) satisfying the condition [y, Zlh - [y, Z], = 0 
for all y in 9’, belongs to 9’. 
Using our definition of the generalized defect number we have from Lem- 
ma 4.2(i) and (2.3) that 
def T, = & dim g( T,,,) 0 9( T,). (4.9) 
This coincides with the mean deficiency index for r, as defined in [S]. It is 
observed in [IS] that for a general differential expression, the mean 
deficiency index need not be an integer. For any formally J-symmetric 
quasi-differential expression of the form (4.3), Theorem 3.1 may be inter- 
preted as saying that the mean deficiency index is indeed a nonnegative 
integer (for we shall see shortly that it cannot be infinite). Applying 
Theorem 3.4 to To gives 
THEOREM 4.4. 
~(T,,,)=~(T,)O{YE~(JT,,,JT,,,): JT,,,JT,,,y= -yj. 
In the case when the coefficients of r are real-valued, JTmax = T,,,J so 
JT,,, JT,,, y = - y becomes Z$,, y = - y and the above decomposition is 
equivalent to the familiar 
Here, the generalized defect number coincides with the (equal) deficiency 
indices for the now formally symmetric expression z. 
Returning to the general case, we use ? to denote the formal adjoint of z, 
i.e., 
? = JrJ. 
Since Z and r are both quasi-differential expressions of the type considered 
by Zettl in [25], we may use the theory of [2] concerning products of 
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such expressions to define the product, or composition, Zr(y), as a quasi- 
differential expression, which we denote by I(.), thus 
I(y) = fzy. (4.10) 
We may now deduce 
COROLLARY 4.5. (i) Def To is equal to half the number of linearly 
independent solutions of the equation zZ( y) = -y for which both y and z(y) 
are in L2(a, b). 
(ii) 06def T,,<2n 
(iii) Zf z is regular at a, then n < def To 6 2n. 
Proof: Part (i) is an immediate consequence of (4.5) (4.9), and 
Theorem 4.4. Part (ii) then follows from the fact that zZ( y) = -y is a linear 
quasi-differential equation of 4nth order. Finally, part (iii) then follows 
from the fact that if a is regular, one can construct 2n functions in 9(T,,,) 
which are linearly independent modulo g( T,), as in the real case 
bee C31). I 
Remark 1. It now follows that def To is finite. 
Remark 2. Since the operator T,*T, = JT,,, JT, is selfadjoint by [7, 
Theorem 3.24, p. 2751, it is not difficult to see that the minimal operator 
determined by the quasi-differential expression Zz (see [25]) must be sym- 
metric. 
Remark 3. Parts (ii) and (iii) were proved in [26] when ZZ(T,,) is not 
empty. 
In view of Remark 1, we may apply Theorem 3.3 to simplify Lemma 4.3 
as follows. 
THEOREM 4.6. A linear manifold 9’ in L2(a, b) is the domain of 
definition of a J-selfadjoint extension of To if and only if 9’ satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) s( T,) G 9’ c 9( T,,,), 
(ii) [y,?lh-[y,?Jo=Ofor ally, z in 9, 
(iii) dim 9,’ 0 a( T,) = def T,. 
We are now in a position to state the main result characterizing the 
boundary conditions which determine all the J-selfadjoint extensions of T,. 
THEOREM 4.7 (cf. [ 10, Theorem 4.61). Let m = def T,. For arbitrary 
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w, ,..., w, belonging to L?J( T,,,) which are linearly independent modulo 9( TO) 
and which satisfy the relations 
cw,, M”klh - cwj, Wkla = 0 (j, k = l,..., m) (4.11) 
the set of all functions y in 9( T,,,,,) which satisfy the conditions 
Iv, u’klh - Iv, u’klu = 0 (k = l,..., m) (4.12) 
is the domain of a J-selfadjoint extension of TO. Conversely, all J-seifadjoint 
extensions of TO are qf this,form. 
Proof In view of Lemma 4.2 (iii) and the fact that [y, j] E 0 for any y 
in 9( T,,,), conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 4.6 are equivalent to 9’ being 
of the form 
Y=%(T,) i L(M’ ,,..., w,,,), 
where )t’, ..., M’,,, lie in C@( T,,,), are linearly independent modulo 5@( T,) and 
satisfy (4.11). The formulation of %’ as being the set of all y in 9(T,,,) 
satisfying (4.12) is then immediate. [ 
Remark 1. We recall that if T is a J-selfadjoint extension of TO, then 
Tc T,,, so Ty = z(y) for any y E g(T). 
Remark 2. The example which is given in Section 5 demonstrates that 
Theorem 4.7 is a proper extension of [ 10, Theorem 4.61. 
Remark 3. The proofs given here for Theorem 4.7 and its prerequisite 
results, are shorter and simpler, even when IT(T,) is not empty than those 
employed by Knowles in [lo]. The prerequisites here are the results of 
Galindo [4], Knowles [9], and Section 3 of the present work. 
In the regular case, it is known that ZT(T,) covers the whole complex 
plane. Thus whilst Theorem 4.7 is applicable, it yields nothing new and the 
details are contained in [lo, Theorem 4.71 which can be deduced from the 
above result. However, the application of Theorem 4.7 to the case when a is 
regular but b is not, is of more interest. We need one additional result first, 
namely, 
LEMMA 4.8 ([lo, Lemma 4.81, cf. [15, Sect. 18.31, [S, p. 191). Jf T is 
regulur at u and singular at 6, then def TO = n if and only tf for arbitrary y 
and z in 9( T,,,), 
[y,Y],=O. (4.13) 
A major consequence of this is that the terms [w,, W,], and [y, W,lh in 
(4.11) and (4.12) then disappear. Thus, as in [lo], Theorem 4.7 simplifies 
to 
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THEOREM 4.9 (cf. [ 10, Theorem 4.93). Let T be regular at a and singular 
at b, and assume def T,, = n. Then the linear manifold in G3( T,,,) determined 
by linearly independent boundary conditions at a of the form 
2n 
1 UikyCk-“(a)=O, j= l,..., n (4.14) 
k=l 
with 
“~,oj~r,,,,~“+1-~~,n,2~-,,+lI,“=O, .i,k=l,...,n (4.15) 
is the domain of a J-selfadjoint extension of T,. Conversely, every J-selfad- 
joint extension of T, is of this form. 
If we set n = 1 in (4.1 t(4.3) when a is regular, z becomes 
T(Y)= -(Po(x)Y’)‘+P,(x)Y, a<x<b (4.16) 
and condition (4.15) is trivially satisfied. Thus Theorem 4.9 becomes 
COROLLARY 4.10 (cf. [ 10, Corollary 4.101). If T,, is the minimal 
operator corresponding to the formal operator z defined by (4.16), and 
def T, = 1, then the J-selfadjoint extensions T, of T, are precisely given by 
g(T,)= {YEWT,,A: yly(a)+y2po(a)y’(a)=O), 
“/Y = T(Y) (Y EWT,)), 
where y = (y,, y2) is an arbitrary nonzero number in c2. 
5. FURTHER CONSEQUENCES 
In this final section, we consider a few consequences of the results proved 
in Section 4. First, we wish to look specifically at the question of what does 
happen when Lr( T,) is empty. In particular, whether this would imply 
anything about the value of def T,,, and hence about the nature of the J- 
selfadjoint extensions of T,. We shall concentrate on the situation when a 
is a regular endpoint for r, and hence z may be considered on the interval 
[a, 6). We need two preliminary results. 
LEMMA 5.1 (see [ 161). If, for some A,, E @, there are 2n linearly indepen- 
dent solutions of z(y) = I,y in L2[a, b), then &, E Z7( T,,) and indeed 
I7( T,) = Cc. 
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To evaluate def T,, we need to use Corollary 4.5. The matrix which 
determines the quasi-differential expression I(.) in (4.10) is given by [2, 
Theorem 11, from which it is clear that not only is the corresponding 
minimal operator symmetric (as observed earlier) but also, this matrix 
satisfies the stronger symmetry condition, (3.3) of [3]. This enables us to 
apply [ 3, Theorem 9.11 to obtain 
LEMMA 5.2. Let l(.) be defined by (4.10). If all the solutions of 1( y) = A0 y 
are in L’[a, b) ,for some A0 in C, then all solutions of l(y) = Ay are in 
L’[a, b) for any jb in C. 
We may now prove 
THEOREM 5.3. Let TO be the minimal operator associated with z as 
defined by (4.3) on the interval [a, b). If II( T,,) is empty, then def TO # 2n. In 
particular if II( T,,) is empty and n = 1, then def TO = 1. 
Proof If def TO = 2n, then from Corollary 4.5 (i), I(y) = -y has all its 
solutions in L2[a, b). Setting A,, = -1 and I = 0 in Lemma 5.2, we may 
deduce that all solutions of 1(y) = 0 are in L2[a, b). It is then clear from 
(4.10) that all solutions of z(y) = 0 are in L2[a, b) as they form some of the 
solutions of I(y) = 0. But then Lemma 5.1 implies n( TO) = @. Thus if Z7( TO) 
is empty, we cannot have defT,= 2n. In particular, if n = 1, 
Corollary 4.5(iii) gives that def TO is either 1 or 2, so if II(T,,) is empty we 
must have def TO = 1. i 
Remark 1. If n > 1 it remains an open question as to what values of 
def T,, are possible when Z7( TO) is empty. It seems likely that either all 
values between n and 2n - 1 (inclusive) are possible, or else def TO is 
necessarily n whenever Z7( TO) is empty. We would conjecture that the for- 
mer is true. 
Remark 2. It is also an open question as to how many of the solutions 
of r(y) = Ay may be in L2[a, b) for any A in @ when n( TO) is empty, except 
that we know from above that not all of them are in L2[a, b). 
For the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the case n = 1, when 
r is given by (4.16). If the coefficients pO and p1 in (4.16) are real-valued, it 
is well-known that the whole of C\R is contained in II and t may be 
classified as being of limit-point or limit-circle type, according to the nature 
of p0 and p, . This classification, which was first described by Weyl [24] 
now has a natural analogue when pO and p, are permitted to be complex- 
valued. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let T, be the minimal operator corresponding to the for- 
mal operator T defined by (4.16) then 
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(a) the following are equivalent: 
(i) def r,= 1; 
(ii) precisely one boundary condition is needed to determine the 
J-selfadjoint extensions of TO, which are then given by Corollary 4.10; 
(iii) there is at most one solution of z( y) = Ay in L*[a, b)for any 
(and hence every) 1 in @; 
(b) the following are equivalent: 
(i) def T,=2; 
(ii) precisely two boundary conditions are needed to determine 
the J-selfadjoint extensions of T,,; 
(iii) there are two linearly independent solutions of z(y) = %y in 
L2[a, b) for any (and hence every) A in C; 
(c) for any given pO and p, , the conditions of either (a) or (b) are 
satisfied. 
ProoJ: That (a)(i) and (a)(ii) are equivalent follows from Theorem 4.7, 
Lemma 4.8, and Corollary 4.10. Similarly, (b)(i) and (b)(ii) are equivalent. 
It is then clear from Corollary 4.5 that def T,, is either 1 or 2 so (a)(i) and 
(b)(i) are mutually exclusive and cover all possibilities. If (b)(iii) holds, 
then from Lemma 5.1 and Definition 2.3, def TO = 2. On the other hand, if 
def TO = 2, then it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that all solutions 
of ~(y)=0 are in L2[a, b) and hence by Lemma 5.1, (b)(iii) holds. It now 
follows that (a)(iii) is equivalent to (a)(i), which completes the proof. fl 
As in the case of real-valued coefficients we may refer to (a) above as the 
limit-point alternative and (b) as the limit-circle alternative. The above 
classification was described in [ 11, Theorem 2.41 under the assumption 
that J7( TO) was not empty. Furthermore Theorem 5.3 tells us the following. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If z is defined by (4.16) and ZZ( T,) is empty, then t is in 
the limit-point case, i.e., def TO = 1 and the J-selfadjoint extensions of TO are 
the operators TY defined in Corollary 4.10. 
In [ 11, Sect. 31, some very general criteria were derived for the equation 
z(y) = 0 not to have all its solutions in L*[a, co ). Theorem 5.4 proves that 
these results, together with those in [17] referred to there, may now be 
regarded as being limit-point criteria with no assumption being needed 
concerning Z7( TO) (see also the results of Read [22] in this direction). 
It is, however, ironical that the geometry of the m(/Z)-functions which 
gave the limit-point, limit-circle dichotomy its name, is the one major part 
of the theory which has not been fully extended to the complex case. For 
work in this direction, see [ 19, 231 (cf. [14]). 
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We conclude with an example which demonstrates the possibility that 
I7( To) may be empty and which therefore illustrates some of the foregoing 
results. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. In [14] McLeod considered the following example in 
which n= 1. 
-t(y(x)) = -y”(x) - 2ie2(‘+‘) ‘y(x) on CO, ~0 1, 
where i=c. 1 He showed that no solution of r(y) = Ay is in L2[0, co) 
for any A in Cc. This implies (see [ 11, Sect. 2; 261) that I7( Z’,) is empty 
(and, in fact, that the essential spectrum of T, covers the whole complex 
plane). Using Definition 3.2 for the (generalized) defect number we may 
conclude from Corollary 5.5 that def T, = 1, i.e., that 9(T,,,) is a two- 
dimensional extension of 9(T,); also, the J-selfadjoint extensions of T, are 
the operators T;,, obtained by placing a single boundary condition on at 
the endpoint 0; furthermore, Lemma 4.8 gives that [y, Fj m = 0 for all y, z 
in 9( T,,,). These properties had not previously been obtained and it 
would seem that the operator theoretic results of Section 3 above, are 
needed in order to derive them. 
Final Remark. We observe that although we have considered quasi-dif- 
ferential operators in L’(a, h) in sections 4 and 5, the corresponding results 
remain true in the weighted space Lf,,(a, b), if the weight function w is 
positive almost everywhere, and locally integrable in (a, 6). 
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